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Parents United Rhode 
Island has apparently fended 
off a vaccination mandate in 
their state.

Mike Stenhouse explains 
how this coalition leapt into 
action against a legislative 
effort to impose universal 
vaccination. (We use the 
term “vaccinated” loosely, 
since any ameliorative effects 
of the vaccines reportedly 
fade pretty quickly and don’t actually prevent 
COVID-19.)

The mandate’s penalties for noncompliance would 
have included monthly $50 fines, doubling of 
recalcitrants’ state income taxes, and fines upon 
employers of $5,000 per unvaccinated employee.

State Senator Samuel Bell submitted the 
legislation, S2552, on March 1 of this year. 
Because the country was by then returning to 
something like pre-pandemic “normal life,” the 
bill seemed dead on arrival.

But then the Boston Globe shifted into overdrive 
to revive the legislation, which also received new 
support from local media.

That’s when ParentsUnitedRI.com and others 
sounded the alarm. In just a few weeks, the bill 
became radioactive, hurrying former sponsors to 
renounce their support.

The state legislature’s current session ends June 
30. Stenhouse suggests that although the senate 
president could still fast-track the Draconian 
proposal at any time, “there is likely no political 
appetite for such a heavy-handed measure, 
especially in an election year.”

If Bell’s bill does die in the current session, it’s 
even less likely to be revived in the next. Whatever 
political appetite there may be right now to stomp 
people who make the “wrong” decision about 
getting vaccinated, popular opposition has done 
its work, making medical tyranny much less likely.

This is Common Sense. I’m Paul Jacob.
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